APPROVAL

- **VC145** changes the Victoria Planning Provisions and all planning schemes in Victoria by:
  - Amending Clause 11.05-2 – *Distinctive areas of state significance*, to reference the Yarra Ranges Localised Planning Statement;
  - Amending Clause 43.01 – *Heritage Overlay*, to reinstate administrative corrections that were made in Amendment VC132 but inadvertently removed by Amendment VC141;
  - Amending Clause 52.19 – *Telecommunications Facility*, to clarify notice and review exemptions for telecommunications facility permit applications that are funded (or partly funded) by the Victorian or Commonwealth government; and
  - Separating clauses and subclauses into separate documents and the consequential renumbering and rationalisation of certain clauses to enable their migration into the Planning Scheme Information Management System (PSIMS).